BSDCan 2008

The Closing Session
Sponsors

- The FreeBSD Foundation
- Google’s Open Source Team
- USENIX
- iXsystems
- Isilon Systems
- XipLink
Sponsors - Part II

• Juniper Networks (Lanyard)
• BSD Perimeter
Program Committee

- Bob Beck - OpenBSD Project
- Greg Lehey - LEMIS Pty Ltd.
- Michael W. Lucas - Consultant and BSD Author
- David Maxwell - NetBSD Project
- Todd Miller - OpenBSD Project
- Michael Richardson - Sandelman Software Works
Program Committee (part 2)

- Joerg Sonnenberger - NetBSD Project
- Robert Watson - FreeBSD Project
Community Contributions

• Submitters
• Speakers
• Suggestions
• Attendees
Helpers

- Dru Lavigne - registration desk
- David Maxwell - wireless
- Keith White
- Sukneet Sini
- Tiph
- Paul Chvostek
- Brodey + others
The Media
The Media

- Jeremy Andrews - KernelTrap
The Media

• Jeremy Andrews - KernelTrap
• Will Backman - BSDTalk
Special Guests

- Mom and Dad
Works In Progress

• Insert Robert Watson here
Touristy Things

- Parliament Hill (1.5km, 1 mile)
- Museum of Nature (2km / 1.25 miles)
- War Museum (3km / 1.5 miles)
- Museum of Civilization (3.5km / 2 miles)
Bounties

- Opera?
- Flash?
Why Conference?

- Beer
- Contact
- Hallway track
- Learning
- Beer
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- Jay gives me a FreeBSD CD
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• You do talk about Conference
• You DO talk about Conference
• You shall not stand in a direct line between TV and Dan during an NHL game at Conference
Power of Conference Organizer

- Forgot to pay your bill at the Royal Oak?
- The ability to retrieve credit cards swallowed by an ATM
Advocacy Fables

- A series of appropriate practical examples
Advocacy

What Is Important?

• Being nice
• Helping out
An Advocacy Fable - I
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- NZ Telecom deploys ADSL
- Jay gives me a FreeBSD CD
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• Jordan Hubbard on IRC
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• Jordan Hubbard on IRC
• I get my first server up and running
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• Eric tells me about his job at Ponte

• I move back to Ottawa
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- Ponte shuts down
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- Ponte shuts down
- I have too much time on my hands
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- Ottawa Linux Symposium
- BSDCan
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- Help each other
- Be Nice
- Without the above, I’d be RTWMSLCOIB
- How many coders here?
RTWMSLCIOB?
RTWMSLCIOB?

• Running The Worlds Most Successful Linux Conference Instead Of BSDCan
MeetBSD

- Bay Area
- November 2008
- related to 15th Anniversary of FreeBSD
- randi@freebsd.org
Auction of Swag

- All fees are donations to The Ottawa Mission
- oldest
- youngest
For 2009

- You have 6 months off.
- Things start again in December
Thank you

• See you in 2009, same place + time (more or less)

-- dan